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            The funnest way to explore Brazilian culture


            Looking for amazing Brazilian foods and flavours?  

            

            


          


        


      


    






We believe food can explain culture.
  Our food tours and cooking classes are designed for the epicurean explorer looking to discover new flavors with Brazilian food experts. 

 If you want to immerse yourself in Brazilian culture while eating, drinking and having fun, our tours are for you.

We have been enchanting travelers in Rio for the past 14 years, as you can verify in all our reviews on Viator, TripAdvisor, Get Your Guide, Google Maps and Yelp. So yes, you can book with confidence.
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                        9-Recipe Boozy Cooking Class with Supermarket tour


                    


                    

                        Starting at $85


                        3+hrs of kitchen fun (make picanha steak or fish moqueca) plus 8 recipes


						Learn more 
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                        All-inclusive Guided Brazilian Churrascaria Dinner


                    


                    

                        Only $89 per person


                        All-you-care-eat Brazilian food extravaganza with our gourmet guide. Includes 3 hours of Brazil's best foods, drinks and desserts!


						Learn more 
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                        Taste of Brazil experience


                    


                    

                        Only $75 per person


                        Taste 33 "so good its ready-for-export" Brazilian foods and drinks during a 3-hour culinary-expert guided experience.


						Learn more 
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                        Tropical Fruit Tasting Tour


                    


                    

                        Only $50 per person


                        Taste over 17 curious Brazilian exotic fruits during a tour of a farmers market


						Learn more 
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Food is the door to other cultures. It's the most intimate way we connect with others and the world around us. 



 
- Ferran Adria






Come have as much fun as all our reviewers!




	





		Travel pros recommends us!
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2017 Edition of Lonely Planet, hence the outdated price.














Food is not just a means of sustenance; it is a celebration of life, a form of art, and an expression of love. 



 
- Maya Angelou












		We are top rated because customers love us!
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 Contact us via    Whatsapp  +507 6012-1985 or via  Instagram   or via INFO@COOKINRIO.COM  

or call our US number:  +1 (773) 800-2975


 Visit our culinary studio in Ipanema! Rua Visconde de Piraja 281 shop 213 (Google Maps here)


            © Cook in Rio. Since 2009. All rights reserved.
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